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Highlights of Italian illumination in the
Borromeo Offitiolo and various miniatures
on single leaves
Dr. Jörn Gunther Rare Books, Basel

Book of Hours with abbreviated
psalter with 14 fine initials and 14
miniatures illuminated by Ambrogio
de Predis for Francesco Borromeo.
Italy, Milan, before May 11th, 1474.
93 x 70 mm, 247 leaves.
The Borromeo accounts list payments for
vellum, writing and illuminating this
small Book of Hours (‘Offitiolo’ with
‘Salmitti’) and name the illuminator.

Ambrogio de Predis, a friend and
colleague of Leonardo da Vinci, had
been known as a panel painter,
foremost as a fine portraitist. His
work as a miniature painter is first
documented in this precious, small
manuscript, offering 14 miniatures,
very carefully painted, with a great
feeling for the smallest details.

As the leaves in this booklet are only 93 x 70 mm, the miniatures are even smaller:
c. 50 x 40 mm. Their beauty and elegance display the great talent of this
illuminator and panel-painter who also worked as an enameler.

St. Jerome as a hermit and
with the lion. He is kneeling
before a visionary Crucifix,
represented in the form of a
feathery tree.

Visitation, Flight into Egypt and
Death, 3 of 14 miniatures in the
Borromeo Hours. In the

text-scroll: O mors quam amara
est memoria…. O death, how
bitter is the remembrance.

Decorated initial Q [uotiens] on a leaf
from Gregory the Great, Moralia in Job,
in Latin. Northern Italy or Florence?,
c. 1150-1175.
355 x 455 mm (leaf). Tempera and gold on
vellum.

Bible Leaf, Book of Ruth: Initial I
Elimelech moves his family.
Italy, Bologna, c. 1270.
354 x 233 mm (leaf), 110 x 20 mm (initial).
Tempera and gold on vellum.

Bible leaf: Book of Kings I, the initial F
presents Samson and the Lion.
Italy, Bologna, c. 1270.
355 x 233 mm (leaf); 50 x 45 mm (initial).
Tempera and gold on vellum.

St. Martin, in an initial H on a leaf from an
Antiphonal. Italy, Venice, c. 1300.
351 x 241 mm (leaf), 66 x 68 mm (initial). Tempera
and gold on vellum.

Notation left of the initial contains instruction for
the illuminator. Few words were needed to indicate
the tale of St. Martin known from the Golden
Legend.

Christ in Majesty flanked by
the Virgin and St. John,
adored by five figures.
Historiated initial A from an
antiphonary, illuminated by
Neri da Rimini. Italy, Rimini,
c. 1300-1305.
193 x 182 mm (letter). Tempera
and gold on vellum.

Clerical and worldly authorities of law. Opening miniature of the Distinctiones,
cutting from a Decretum Gratiani manuscript, illuminated in the circle of Jacopino da
Reggio. Italy, Bologna, c. 1300-1320.
205 x 105 mm. Tempera and gold on vellum.

Shaded faces in olive green and details such as a veil over architectural elements betray
a Byzantine influence. This style is associated with the Bolognese illuminator Jacopino
da Reggio.

St. Lawrence, initial L (detail), illuminated
by Neri da Rimini. Italy, Rimini, c. 1305-10.
533 x 352 mm (leaf); 133 x 113 mm (initial). Tempera
and gold on vellum.

Among the anonymus artists of the early
Trecento the name Neri da Rimini stands out.
He repeatedly signed and dated his works,
enabling us to reconstruct his oeuvre
(1300-1328). Our miniature was probably part
of a choir book produced before Neri’s great
commissions of 1314.

Holy Pope blessing saints in heaven, initial
G on a leaf from a Gradual, illuminated by
Pacino da Bonaguida (and workshop).
Italy, Florence, c. 1310-1315.
435 x 320 mm, tempera and gold on vellum.

Delicately painted yet expressive, as is typical
of Pacino da Bonaguida (c. 1302-1340).

St. Dominic with a Dominican nun.
Initial M from an Antiphonal,
illuminated by Niccolò di Giacomo da
Bologna. Italy, Bologna, c. 1370-1375.
225 x 170 mm (leaf). Tempera and gold leaf on
vellum.

Both fine and detailed portraits still
show Byzantine influences. A sister leaf
is preserved in Cambridge, Fitzwilliam
Museum, ms. 278b.

God blessing and King David playing the
psaltery at B[eatus Vir] on a leaf from a
Choir Psalter in Latin. Italy, Florence,
attributed to Don Simone Camaldolese,
c. 1380s.
514 x 382 mm (leaf), 128 x 138 mm (initial).
Tempera and gold on vellum.

The bright palette, luxuriant foliage, and
various other features are characteristic for
the work of the illuminator Don Simone
Camaldolese.

Nativity in an initial P illuminated by
Don Simone Camaldolese.
Italy, Florence, 1388.
250 x 235 mm. Cutting from a gradual, tempera
and gold leaf on vellum.

Don Simone Camaldolese came from
Siena, where he trained in the circle
around Lippo Vanni. He was mainly
active in Florence. Due to the large size of
this miniature, the parent manuscript
must have been one of the most
sumptuous choir books of Florence.

Trinity adored by the angelic hierarchy in the
initial S, illuminated by an artist related to
the Second Master of the Genesis.
Italy, Padua, c. 1380-90.
590 x 412 mm (leaf), 164 x 125 mm (initial). Tempera
and gold on vellum.

The illuminator was indebted to Giotto’s
interpreters in Padua and their painting of
the last quarter of the 14th century.

Crucifixion. Canon miniature
from a Missal, illuminated by
Bartolomeo di Fruosino.
Italy, Florence, c. 1420.
184 x 203 mm. Tempera and gold on
vellum.

Bartolomeo was a pupil of
Agnolo Gaddi (d. 1396) at
Prato. From 1402 until 1438 he
is recorded in the accounts of
Santa Maria Nuova in Florence,
where he worked with Lorenzo
Monaco, and in the immediate
circle of Fra Angelico.

Two Franciscans reading, initial N “Nisi
Dominus edificaverit domum …” Psalm 127 in a
Franciscan choir Psalter, illuminated by
Giovanni di Antonio da Bologna. Italy,
probably Bologna or Ferrara, c. 1430-40.
564 x c. 410 mm (leaf), 88 x c. 82 mm (initial).
Tempera and gold on vellum.

Giovanni di Antonio was influenced by the art
of Nicoló di Giacomo da Bologna. He was
much appreciated at the Este court in Ferrara
and in the wider region of Emilia-Romagna.

King David in prayer. Initial
N, cutting from a choir
book. Italy, Emilia Romagna,
Ferrara (?), c. 1455-60.
155 x 160 mm. Tempera and
burnished gold on vellum.

The figural style and the letter
decoration show close
parallels with the work of the
Fourth Master of Plutarch’s
Vitae, to whom the
illumination is attributed.

David kneeling in prayer before God the
Father. Historiated initial D on a leaf from a
Psalter. Italy, Lombardy, c. 1460-70.
520 x 270 mm (leaf). Tempera and gold on vellum.

The leaf contains Psalm 27: “Dominus
illuminatio mea et salus mea ...”. The
illuminator must have received his training
in the vicinity of the Master of the Vitae
Imperatorum, who was an appreciated artist at
the court of Filippo Maria Visconti.

Resurrection, Initial R from a Gradual,
illuminated by Giovan Pietro Birago.
Italy, Brescia (?), c. 1470.
173 x 218 mm, tempera and gold on vellum.

The refined letter shows two dolphins
rubbing noses. Here, traditions formed at
the court of the Este in Ferrara merge with
the art of illuminators in Lombardy. The
miniature is attributed to Giovan Pietro
Birago who is most famous for
illuminating the Sforza Hours (today in
London). He started his career working on
choir books in Brescia in the 1470s.

King David playing music. Frontispiece
from a Psalter with historiated initial B,
illuminated by a Bolognese artist from
the circle of the Master of 1446. Italy,
Bologna, c. 1470.
552 x 365 mm (leaf), 180 x 155 mm (initial).
Tempera and gold leaf on vellum.

The richly decorated full borders present
Franciscan saints and symbols; this
points to a provenance in a Franciscan
institution. The figural types allude to a
follower of the Bolognese Master of
1446.

Christ calling Peter, in an initial S on a leaf
from an Antiphonal illuminated by Pellegrino
di Mariano. Italy, Siena, dated 1471.
530 x 380 mm (leaf), 170 x 170 mm (initial). Tempera
and gold on vellum.

Commissioned by Niccolò Ricoveri, rector of
the Spedale di Santa Maria di Scala in Siena.
Pellegrino’s art was much sought after.

Assumption of the Virgin, leaf from a choir
book illuminated by Jacopo da Balsemo and
workshop. Italy, Bergamo, c. 1480-1490.
495 x 360 (leaf), 155 x 140 mm (initial). Tempera and
gold on vellum.

The Virgin is surrounded by angels in a golden
glow. Four apostles are witnesses to the scene,
two of which are represented in profile.

The Adoration of the Child, initial C from a
Psalter, illuminated by Girolamo dai Libri.
Italy, Verona, c. 1500-1510.
157 x 166 mm. Tempera and gold on vellum.

The present initial bears all the characteristics
of Girolamo dai Libri’s art. The ground in the
shape of golden bricks is a frequent feature in
this artist’s works. His figural elegance and vast
oeuvre of richly ornamented miniatures mark
the peak of North Italian Renaissance
illumination.

Initials N and P on two leaves painted by
the Putti-Master, pen-and-ink with blue
washes on a leaf from Macrobius’ In
somnium Scipionis expositio. Saturnalia …
Venice, printed by Nicolaus Jenson in1472.
299 x 219 mm (leaf), c. 46 x 45 mm (initial), penand-wash on paper.

Lamentation. Initial I and full borders,
leaf from an Antiphonal made for the
monastery of S. Giustina in Padua,
illuminated by Jacopo del Giallo.
Italy, Venice, 1538.
750 x 550 mm (leaf), 205 x 205 mm (initial).
Verso with one illuminated ornamental initial P.

Based on the Lamentation by Albrecht
Dürer (woodcut, Passion Series, 1507), only
slightly reducing the arrangement of
figures and landscape.
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